
Sherman Pass Jeep Run - 8/31 and 9/1/2019

Saturday, August 31 the day run of Monache Meadow started 
at 9:30 am.  Scheduled to leave at 9:00 am we were sidetracked
with a great breakfast of scrambled eggs, bacon and pancakes 
provided by Alan and Jasmine.  

14 Jeeps and 1 Toyota aired down at Troy Meadow 
Campground to begin our journey to Monache via Jackass Trail,
our newly discovered dirt road route located less than a mile 
from the campground.  Halfway up Jackass we catch up with 
another Toyota providing a trail of jeeps between 2 Toyotas for
a short distance.

We entered Monache trail with excellent weather somewhat 
clouded by smoke from a fire which began from lightening.  
The Forest Service had everything under control.  

Lunch was had in a nice shady area along the Kern River.  
Monache is considered an easy trail.

The day ended back at the campground with Mike’s  famous 
Jambalaya and lots of side dishes provided by the group.  After 
dinner we all circled around the campfire enjoying Ray and 
Karen’s makings for S’Mores.   

Sunday, September 1 we started out with 13 vehicles.  Left 
Troy Meadow shortly after 8:00 am and stopped at viewpoint 
for a group photo.  Aaron, with the only open topped jeep, 
requested a move up the line to avoid trail dust.   For the rest of
the day he was the designated trail leader.  Great job! Aaron. 
Returned to the campsite and feasted on Alan and Jasmine’s 
tacos with all the fixings.  It was a BEARable weekend.  Thank 
you all for showing up:  



Ray and Karen
Bill and Donna
Mike, Alan and Jasmine
Terry
Chris and Alison
Aaron and Corri
Rachel
David and Trish
Richard
Mike and Nancy
Brandon, Jennifer and daughter
Casey and his two sons
Ross and Jodie
Jeff

Danny and Linda


